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Abstract

This paper introduces a novel method to find Web pages that
satisfy the user’s current information need. The method in-
fers the user’s need from the content of the pages the user has
visited and the actions the user has applied to these pages.
Unlike content-based systems that attempt to learn a user’s
long-term interests, our system learns user-independent pat-
terns of behavior that identify the user’scurrent information
need, based on his/her current browsing session, then uses
this information to suggest specific pages intended to address
this need. Our system learns these behavior patterns from la-
beled data collected during a five-week user study, involving
over one hundred participants working on their day-to-day
tasks. We tested this learned model in a second phase of this
same study, and found that this model can effectively identify
the information needs of new users as they browse previously
unseen pages, and that we can use this information to help
them find relevant pages.

1 Introduction
While the World Wide Web contains a vast quantity of in-
formation, it is often difficult for web users to find the in-
formation they are seeking. Presently, the most common
way of accessing web resources is to use a web-browser to
access an information portal or search engine. While such
techniques have been quite helpful, they still require a user
to provide explicit input: Navigation of a portal requires the
user to interpret hyperlink anchor text and to actively fol-
low links in the hope that they will lead to relevant pages.
Similarly, search engines require users to explicitly enter a
list of keywords that they hope will return pages with the
information they are seeking and also to select one or more
of the returned list of possible hits. Ubiquitous or embed-
ded technologies would free the user from having to take the
initiative. The user could simply concentrate on the task at
hand, and passively observing agents would suggest relevant
material when requested.

In order to make relevant suggestions, the observing
agents must be able to infer the user’s needs. Common
approaches to learning a user’s needs begin by analyz-
ing the user’s previous (inferred) interests, in order to dis-
cern his/her long term information needs. Of course, these
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systems are able to address the user’s current information
needs only if these needs correspond to long term trends.
While this may be helpful for some tasks, such as filtering
email [LK97] and news articles [BP99], it is problematic for
our task, of helping the user browse the Web. Here, in partic-
ular, the user’s needs will often change dramatically as s/he
works on various tasks and subtasks over time. The needs
associated with these tasks will often require information on
diverse and unrelated topics, including topics the user has
never investigated before. These observations motivate us
to explore how a recommender could identify a user’s cur-
rent interests using only observations of his/her most recent
activity.

Our earlier work [ZGH03b] provided a novel approach
that extracts information needs based only the user’s most
recent activity. In that model, the most recent browsing ac-
tivity is characterized by a set of “browsing features”, which
describe how the words are used in the current session. We
were able to use the values of these browsing features to
identify a set of words that characterize the user’scurrent
information need [ZGH03a].

We assume that the user’s goal is to find web pages that
address his/her current information need; we refer to each
such page as an “information content” page or IC-page. Our
earlier goal was simply to use browsing features, calculated
from the user’s current session, to predict the words that
would appear within these IC-pages. This paper will focus
on the more useful task of actuallyfinding the relevant pages
themselves. We do this by first training a model to identify
a search querythat can locate an IC-page that is relevant to
the user’s current session, and then passing that query to a
search engine (here, Google).

The technique developed in this paper, like our earlier sys-
tem, has two important properties:

1. It uses only passive observations of the user’s current
browsing activity to infer their information need. That
is, the user is not required to provide any additional input,
beyond his/her normal browsing actions.1

2. It can use any accessible site on the web to provide pages
that satisfy this need. (This is different from site-specific

1This paper also describes a training phase, where paid subjects
also provided auxiliary information. Note this will not be required
of future users of this system.
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recommendation systems, that can only refer to pages
within this single website.)

The next section provides an overview of how our recom-
mendation system will work, given a learned model. Sec-
tion 3 then explains how we learned this model. Section 4
describes a large scale field evaluation of this system. Fi-
nally, we situate our work in the literature, mention some
future directions and conclude.

Figure 1: WebIC — An Effective Complete-Web Recom-
mender System

2 WebIC and the Recommendation Model
WebIC, whose interface is shown in Figure 1, can be viewed
as a web-browser, which includes a client-side Web recom-
mender system. As the user is browsing, s/he has the option
of clicking the “Suggest” button to askWebIC to recom-
mend a Web page.WebIC will then use information from
the current session to recommend a page, from anywhere on
the Web, that it predicts the user will find useful.

This section presents an overview of howWebIC decides
which pages to recommend. We assume that the user’s cur-
rent browsing activity is driven by a single information need;
we divide his/her browsing activities intosessions, each of
which is assumed to be related to a single need. We also
assume that the user’s information need can be satisfied by
the content provided by a single page, which we call anin-
formation content pageor IC-page. We attempt to relate the
user’s information need to a small number of abstract fea-
tures, which correspond to how the user reacted to the words
s/he saw in the current session. Our goal is to recommend
web pages with relevant content, using only the information
available in these browsing features. The remainder of this
section explains these steps in more detail; see Figures 2A–
D.

Step A: Identifying Browsing Sessions
The process begins with a record of the pages the user has
visited and the actions the user has applied to the pages.
Heuristics are used to isolate the tail end of the sequence
of pages and actions that specifically relate to the user’s cur-
rent information need. This forms the “browsing session” of
Figure 2A.

Step B: Assigning Features
We next convert the browsing session into abstract browsing
features. This step has two dimensions. The first dimension

Figure 2: WebIC System at Performance Time
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is to represent the content of the pages in the browsing se-
quence. We assume that this content can be coarsely approx-
imated by the set of independent words found on the pages
in the current session. To simplify processing and improve
generalization, we remove stopwords and stem the remain-
ing words [Por80]. We refine our representation of content
by annotating each of the words in the session with features
that describe the role the word played in the session pages.
For instance, a word can be annotated with features such as
“appears in title” or a “relative frequency of appearance in
this session”. These features allow us to represent the fact
that some words are more representative of the content of
pages in the session than others.

Second, we use the abstract browsing features to represent
those aspects of a user’s actions that help us understand their
information needs. We interpret the user’s actions as signals
communicating the user’s attitude towards the content of the
pages encountered. Since we represent this content as in-
dividual words, these actions will tell us about the degree
to which users feel specific words are representative of their
information needs. For example, following a link on a page
implies that the user interpreted the words in the hyperlink
as predictive of useful content. We therefore also annotate
words with action features such as “number of times this
word appeared in a followed link anchor”.

We used 35 distinct browsing features; see
www.web-ic.com/feature.txt . While most of
these features are straight-forward, a few of these features
merit further discussion. We implemented some features
specifically for processing the web pages that are results
pages returned from search engines. Since these pages list
links ostensibly related to the user’s expressed interests in
top down linear order, we can infer additional information
from the user’s behavior in this case. When the user skips
over items in this linear list, we might infer that the user
believed this anchor text was not representative of the
user’s information need. For words appearing on search
result pages, we therefore include features such as “in a
skipped-over hyperlink anchor”.

As shown in Figure 2B, this step assigns a value for each
browsing feature to every word in the session.

Step C: Interpreting Features
The words in the browsing sessions and their associated fea-
ture values abstractly represent the content of the session and
the users actions on this content, but do not give us a succinct
representation of the user’s information need. For instance,
many of these words may be common English words that
are not particularly relevant to the user’s need. A classifier is
used to decide, for each annotated word, whether the word
is likely to represent information content; the next section
describes how we learn this classifier. This identifies a small
subset of words likely to be relevant; see Figure 2C.

Step D: Recommending Pages
The final step is to recommend pages. In principle, a web
crawler could be used to crawl forward from the user’s cur-
rent location to find pages with relevant content (i.e., con-
taining IC-words). In our currentWebIC system, however,

a query formulator is used to turn the set of IC-words into
a much shorter ordered list of words which can be sent as a
query to a commercial search engine. The query formulator
also makes use of weights whose source will be explained
in the next section. As shown in Figure 2D, the top ranked
page returned in the list of results from the search engine is
then presented to the user as a recommendation.

Figure 3: Training the IC-Models

3 Learning a Browsing Behavior Model

The previous section discussed howWebIC identifies pages
to suggest to the user. Step C of that process requires a clas-
sifier that returns the subset of words to send to a search
engine. This classifier has two parts: a binary filter, to re-
move most of the words, and a ranker, to rank the remain-
ing words. The classifier then returns the 4 highest-ranked
words that pass the filter. This section describes how we
learn both the filter and the ranker from training data. Fig-
ure 3A–D summarizes the process.
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Step A: Labeled Browsing Sessions
We begin with traces of how many different users used the
Web; see Section 4. As before, we divided these pages
into sessions. We also asked each user to explicitly iden-
tify which of these pages were IC-pages, and also to explic-
itly specify whether certain provided words were relevant to
his/her information need or not.(Recall this is just to collect
relevant data; we will not require typical users to provide
this input.)

Step B: Browsing Features
Browsing features are calculated as in the previous section.
As before, each row of the “matrix” again corresponds to a
word and each column, to a browsing feature. Here, how-
ever, these words are from many different sessions, from a
number of different users.

Step C: Providing Labels for the Words
Our overall challenge is identifying which words should
serve as keywords for a search engine, to help it identify
an IC-page. We will attempt to learn this based on the words
we have collected. To do this, we need to provide a label for
each of these words. Below are 3 possible ways to assign
these labels, corresponding to three models:

1. IC-word: In Zhu et al.’s original work, IC-words were
defined as those words that actually appeared on pages
the user marked as IC-pages.

2. IC-Relevant: In this model, a word reflects a user’s infor-
mation need if the user has explicitly marked it as rele-
vant, after a browsing session.

3. IC-Query: In this model, a word reflects a user’s informa-
tion need if it can be used as a query to retrieve a page the
user marked as useful (i.e., an IC-page). The user will not
know if a word would be useful in a query. We describe
below the process we use to infer if a word is IC-Query
indirectly from user labels below.

As shown in Figure 3C, each IC-x model specifies a label
for each word. This produces 3 sets of labeled data — which
have the (browsing) features, but different labels.

We use the “yes/no” value of one set of words to train a
classifier, and a ranker as well. Thus each model includes
a classifier and a ranker, they are both trained on the same
data set.

Step D: Training the Actual Classifier
The predictive score of each wordw in a Web pagepi can
also be considered as a special kind of weight forw, which
describes how likelyw can contribute to the locating ofpi

by querying a search engine.
Whenever the system needs to predict a new page, it will

first extract the browsing features of each of these words in
the current browsing session, then run one of these classi-
fiers to select a subset of these words. Consequently,(1) IC-
word and IC-Relevant may identify hundreds of such signif-
icant words; far too many to submit to any search engine,
and(2) we need to send a sequence of words, not a set. For
these reasons, we also learn three sets of weights (one for

each model), which the system will use to rank these pre-
dicted words as follows:

scoreα(w) =

35∑
i=1

αi ×BFi(w)

whereBFi(w) is the i-th browsing feature value of the word
w in the current session. We use the training data to set these
α = 〈αi 〉 values as well. LetN be the number of words
in the training set that were labeled assignificant. For any
valueα = 〈αi 〉, let WN

α be the words with theN highest
scoreα(·) values, and then let

precisionα =
|{w ∈ WN | class(w) = significant}|

N

be the fraction ofWN that are labeled as significant. We set
α to optimize thisprecisionα score. Note that we will find
different sets ofα weights for each IC-model.

When the user requests a recommendation in the release
version, we will first use the decision-tree classifier to filter
away most of the words, then run this linear function to rank
the remaining words (we need both part, as the filter may
remove some highly-ranked words). We will then send the
topm = 4 words to the search engine, in that order.

3.1 Notes on Training IC-Query
The IC-Query model requires us to label each word based
on whether it, as a search engine keyword, would retrieve
the relevant page. Unfortunately, users cannot supply this
label (as they did for IC-word and IC-Relevant). We could
attempt to directly calculate which words make good query
words by, perhaps, choosing all possiblek-element subsets
of the words on a page, submitting them to the search en-
gine and seeing which subsets actually return the original
page. Unfortunately, this process is extremely slow and not
practical.

To produce the desired labels, we independently train a
function to predict whether a word described by certain page
features will make a good query word for retrieving this
page from a search engine. Page features are a subset of our
browsing features that can be calculated from a single page.
We have developed 19 distinct page features for each wordw
in pagep, including: number of occurrences ofw, normal-
ized TFIDF ofw, number of occurrences ofw embedded
within the following “HTML context” tags [W3C]: “h1”,
“h2”, “h3”, “h4”, “h5”, “h6”, “a”, “title”, “cite”, “strong”,
“big”, “em”, “i”, “b”, “u”, “blink”, and “s”.

The good query word predictor could be used to imple-
ment an inverse search engine as follows: We would rank
each word on the page using our likelihood of being a good
query word function and select the topk. This process
would turn a web page into a query.

We train this function as follows. We start with a large
subset of web pages, indexed by the OpenDirectory chosen
to represent a diverse set of possible domains and web page
types. We then initialize the parameters of our linear query
word predictor to random values. Next we use the func-
tion to assign a query to each page. We send each query
to a search engine and see if it actually returns the page it
was generated from. This gives us an accuracy score for the
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function’s current parameters over our entire sample of web
pages. We then alter the parameters and try again. If the
accuracy is improved, we keep the parameters. If not, we
retain the previous best parameters. In this way, we perform
a brute force search for parameters. The training process is
slow and network intensive but results in a compact linear
function that can be applied quickly in our main application
described above: labeling words as good query words.

3.2 WebIC’s “MarkIC” Function
Most users will only useWebIC’s “Suggest” facility. How-
ever, whenever a user has found a page that satisfies his/her
current information need, s/he also has the option of clicking
the “MarkIC” button, to tellWebIC that the current page is
an IC-page.WebIC can then use this information to produce
a personalized recommendation system.N.b., the “MarkIC”
functionality is optional; in general, the user need not use
this facility. In that case,WebIC will simply use the generic
model to recommend pages, based on our training data ob-
tained from the LILAC study participants; see next section.

4 LILAC Study
The two goals of the LILAC (Learn from the Internet: Log,
Annotation, Content) study were to gather data, from peo-
ple working on their day-to-day tasks, to train our browsing
behavior models, and to evaluate these models.

A total of 104 subjects participated in the five-week
LILAC study, from both Canada (97) and USA (7); 47% of
participants were female and 53% were male, over a range
of ages (everyone was at least 18, and most were between
21-25).

LILAC considered four models: the three IC-models dis-
cussed above — IC-word, IC-Relevant, and IC-Query— and
“Followed Hyperlink Word” (FHW), which is used as a
baseline. Basically, FHW collects the words found in the
anchor text of the followed hyperlinks in the page sequence.
Note there is no training involved with this model. This is
similar to the “Inferring User Need by Information Scent
(IUNIS)” model [CPCP01].

We used the data collected during the study period to re-
train each of our IC-models. That is, the users initially used
the IC-word0, IC-Relevant0 and IC-Query0 models, which
were based on data obtained prior to the study. For the 2nd
week, participants used the IC-word1, IC-Relevant1 and IC-
Query1 models, based on the training data obtained from
week 1, as well as the prior model. And so forth.

4.1 Modifications toWebIC for the User Study
We modifiedWebIC for the LILAC study. Here, whenever
the user requests a recommendation by clicking the “Sug-
gest” button,WebIC will select one of the 4 models ran-
domly to generate a recommendation page. As one of the
goals of the LILAC study is to evaluate our various models,
this version ofWebIC therefore asked the user to evaluate
this proposed page, as described below.

Another goal of LILAC is to collect annotated web logs
for future research; we therefore instructed these paid par-
ticipants to click “MarkIC” whenever they found a page

Figure 4: How often the User rated a Recommended Page as
“Related”, after clicking the “Suggest” button

they consider to be an IC-page. After marking an IC-page,
WebIC will recommend an alternative web page as if the
user had clicked the “Suggest” button just before reaching
this IC-page. (Hence it will use the firstn − 1 pages of the
session, excluding the current IC-page.) Once again,WebIC
will then ask the user to evaluate this recommended page.

As part of this evaluation, the user is instructed to “Tell us
what you feel about the suggested page”, to indicate whether
the information provided on the page suggested byWebIC
was relevant to his/her search task. There are two categories
of relevance evaluations:relatedandnot related at all. We
further divided therelatedcategory into four different lev-
els, including “Fully answered my question”, “Somewhat
relevant, but does not answer my question fully”, “Interest-
ing, but not so relevant”, and “Remotely related, but still in
left field”.

In addition, the user was asked to select informative “De-
scriptive Keywords” from a short list of words thatWebIC
predicted as relevant. The information collected here will be
used to train the IC-Relevant model.

4.2 Overall Results
The 104 LILAC subjects visited 93,443 Web pages, clicked
“MarkIC” 2977 times and asked for recommendations by
clicking the “Suggest” button 2531 times. As the rational for
selecting these two conditions are significantly different, we
analyzed the evaluation results for “Suggest” and “MarkIC”
separately.

Figure 4 indicates how often the user considered the page
recommended as a result of clicking the “Suggest” button
to berelatedto the current search task (which is calculated
as the sum of the fourrelatedcategories described above).
Clearly, each of our 3 IC-models generated a higher percent-
age of relevant pages for a user as compared to the baseline
model — each was over 65%, versus the 38% for FHW.

Figure 5 shows the evaluation results for the recom-
mended pages after the user clicked the “MarkIC” button.

Again, these results demonstrate that the three IC-models
work better than FHW. The scores for IC-word and IC-
Relevant remained roughly similar in value as compared
to the “Suggest” case, while the IC-Query model increased
from 66% to 74%, which is slightly better than the other
two IC-models in the case of “MarkIC”. We observed that
IC-Query can achieve an overall performance comparable to
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Figure 5: How often the User rated a Recommended Page as
“Related”, after clicking the “MarkIC” button

IC-word and IC-Relevant. Indeed, given the significant im-
balance in the training data for IC-Query (e.g., few IC-Query
words in a browsing session compared to hundreds of IC-
words), and the approximate nature of the IC-Query identi-
fication function (i.e.,Google−1) that IC-Query is based on,
IC-Query is found to work fairly well.

We also observed that FHW increased by almost 10%. To
explain these data, we speculate the following: If the sub-
ject is able to find an IC-page, then the links followed in
the current session appear to provide a very strong hint of
what constitutes the relevant information content; and FHW
benefits significantly from this hint.

4.3 Alternate Training for IC-Query Model

In order to train our IC-word and IC-Relevant models, the
study participants must actively label IC-pages and relevant
words while browsing the Web; this is both inconvenient
for the user, and unrealistic in a production version of the
WebIC product. We can partially avoid this problem for the
IC-Query model, bypassivelytraining this IC-Query model,
based on previous evaluation results. Recall that every time
a user requests a recommendation, we generate a search
query using one of the models, which produces a page that
we show to the user, who then evaluates that page. If we
assume that the search engine (here Google) remains rela-
tively consistent over time, we can infer the evaluation of
the search query from the actual evaluation of the recom-
mended page. Thus we can label each query as one of the
five evaluation outcomes (i.e., “Fully”, “Somewhat”, “Inter-
esting”, “Remotely”, and “Irrelevant”). From these results,
we can extract only the queries that are evaluated as “Fully”
as belonging to the IC-Query model.

That is, imagine one of our models produced the words
W , which leads Google to returnGoogle(W ) = p1. WebIC
showsp1 to the user. If the user states that this page “Fully
answered my question”, then this setW is labeled as a pos-
itive example; otherwise,W is labeled negatively.

The IC-Query models derived in the first four weeks of
the LILAC study were trained based on IC-Query words. In
the fifth week we changed the experimental protocol to train
the IC-Query model based on all queries that resulted in a
“Fully” evaluation in the previous weeks data. The evalu-
ation results of the two training methods are presented in

Figure 6: Training IC-Query Models

Figure 6.
This figure suggests that the results of this approach are

similar to the results of training the IC-Query model directly
on the original IC-pages. This observation is significant as
it will allow us to continuously refine the IC-Query model
without requiring the user’s annotation. This alternate train-
ing method will allow us to useWebIC in more realistic
real-world situations, as opposed to mainly research envi-
ronments.

5 Related Work
Correlation-based recommenders [AS94; AS95] point users
to pages that other users have visited, which are not nec-
essarily the pages that these other users found useful nor
will they necessarily useful to the current user. By con-
trast, note thatWebIC’s models are explicitly trained to find
useful IC-page. Content-based recommenders [BP99; JH93;
AH02], which learn content models of a specific domain or
set of sites, cannot reliably recommend pages for other sites.
However,WebIC’s use of browsing patterns allow it to deal
with any content and user, even from novel Web pages that
involve novel words.

Pirolli and Fu [PF03] try to identify information need
based on theSNIF-ACT model: production rules and a
spreading activation network. These SNIF-ACT production
rules resemble the patterns that we are attempting to learn.
However, our IC-models differ bylearning these rules by
observing the user’s actions together with the page’s con-
tent; hence our systems do not rely on any prior knowledge
of the words appearing on the pages. Our system also ad-
dresses the challenges of finding the relevant pages, from
that set of words.

The Cognitive Walkthrough for the Web[BPKL02] re-
quires the user to provide an explicit goal statement; it then
uses this to predict which of the links the user will follow.
Our models differ by(1) not requiring the user to provide an
explicit goal, and(2) attempting to find pages anywhere on
the web, as opposed to just the pages linked to the current
page.

Choo et al. [CDT98] uses feedback from web users, as
they performed ordinary tasks, to build a model of how web
users seek information. They then use this model to cate-
gorize what the new user is doing (undirected viewing, con-
ditioned viewing, informal search, or formal search). By
contrast, our models use user information to learn a model
for predicting a user’s current information need based on
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the current session; note our models are basically user-
independent, if session-specific.

Spink et al. [SWJS01; JSS00] analyzed Web queries
passed to the Excite search engine, and found several in-
teresting characteristics of Web search behaviors — e.g.,
most searches involve very few search terms, few modified
queries, and rarely use advanced search features, etc. This
differs from our research as our focus is on finding useful in-
formation based on information gathered innocuously, rather
than characterizing how users interact with search engines.

The Letizia [Lie95] agent helps a user browse the Web by
using a best-first search augmented by heuristics to infer a
user interest from browsing behavior. Watson [BH99] ob-
served users interacting with everyday applications and then
anticipated their information needs using heuristics to auto-
matically form queries, which were sent to information re-
trieval systems (e.g., search engines) to get the related infor-
mation for a user. The heuristics used by Letizia and Watson
are hand-coded. While they may represent the users behav-
ior, we expect models learned from actual user data, will be
more accurate.

The earlierWebIC publications [ZGH03b; ZGH03a] fo-
cused on ways to learn the browsing patterns, correspond-
ing to the IC-word model. This paper significantly extends
those earlier results by describing the challenges in finding
the useful pagesthemselves. To do this, we introduce IC-
Query for identifying query keywords, describe our current
implementation inWebIC, and present our findings of a re-
cent user study, which evaluates the effectiveness of such
models in a real-world environment.

6 Conclusion and Future Work
We are currently investigating other related techniques for
generating useful recommendations. We plan to incorpo-
rate other browsing features, such as additional page content
information. Each of our current models is basically user-
independent; we are considering ways to train a personalized
model, and then use it in combination with the generic ones.
We plan to explore Natural Language processing systems to
extend the range of our predicted relevant words, other Ma-
chine Learning algorithms (e.g., supervised sequence learn-
ing) to make better predictions, and the emerging Web tech-
nology such as semantic Web to get a better understanding
of the context of arbitrary pages.

This paper explores the challenge of automatically find-
ing pages, from anywhere on the Web, that address the
user’s current information need, without requiring the user
to provide any explicit input. In particular, we investi-
gated a general way to extract relevant information based
only on the user’s current web session: by finding brows-
ing properties of the words that appear, then using a clas-
sifier to determine which of these words should be sent as
keywords to a search engine. We propose two new mod-
els, IC-Query and IC-Relevant, to augment the prior IC-
word model. We also conducted a large empirical study
(LILAC), using our implementation of these ideas (WebIC).
Our results show that all three models are superior to a
plausible alternative approach (FHW). Moreover, we pro-
vided a way for training IC-Query to obtain comparable

performance without requiring as much annotation from the
users, which will help us in producing an even more practi-
cal Web recommendation system in the future. Please visit
http://www.web-ic.com for more information about
theWebIC system in general.
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